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a At its sitting of '!1 September 19i*4, the European ParLiament referred to
the PoLitical Affai rs Comm'ittee, pursuant to RuLe 47 of the Rutes of
Proceclure, the motion for a resoLution tabLed by f{n John David TAYL0R on the
deniaL of votes in European eLections to EEC cit'izens in Gibraltar(Doc. 2-396/84) arrd the rnotion for a resoLution tabLed by Mrs VEIL on a common
eLectoraL procedure (Doc" 2-399 184).
At its s'itting of 13 September i984r the European ParLiament referred the
motion for a resotution tabLed by Mr VANDEHEUT-EtsROUCKE and Mr KUIJPERS on a
uniform eLectoraL procedure (Doc. ?-54618!i to the PoLiticaL Affairs Committee
as the committee responsibl.e and to the Committee on Youth, CuLture,
Education" Information and Sport for its opinion.
At its sitting of 18 January 1985, the European Part'iament ref erred thi s
motion for a resoLution to the Committee on the Verification of CredentiaLs
for its opinion.
At its meeting of 17 September 1984, the PoLiticaL Aff ai rs Coriimittee
decided to draw up a report, At its meeting of 18 September 1984, it
appointed Mr B0CKLET rapporteur.
At the sitting of I October 1984, the Committee on LegaL Affairs and
Citizens'Rights r,las asked for its opinion on the motions for resoLutions in
Docs. 2-396/84 and ?-399184.
The committee considered the draft report at its meetings of
19120 December 1984 and ?7-28 Februaryll March 1985.
At the Latter meeting it approved the motion for a resoLution by 16 votes
to 8 with 13 abstentions.
The folLowing took part in the vote: Mr HitlSCH, f i rst vice-chai rman and
acting chairman; Lord D0UR0, second vice-chairman; Mr BOCKLET, rapporteurl
Mr ANTONIOZZI, Mr BALFE (deputizing for Mr LOMAS), Lord BETHELL,
Mr BEYER de RYKE (deputizing for Mr BETTIZA), Mr BLUfIIENFELD, l,lr CERVETTI,
Mrs CHARZAT, Flt CHRISTIANSEN (deputizing for Mr GLINNE), Flr COSTE-FL0RET,
trlr CROUX, LAdY ELLES, Mr EPHREMIDIS. Mr FILINIS (dEPUtiZ'iNg fOT ftT SEGRE),
frlr FLANAGAN, t'trs FLESCI{ (deputi zing f or Mr DENIAU), ltlr B. FRIEDRICH,
Mr GATJRONSKI, Mr HABSBURG, Mr HAI4MERICH, Mrs van den HEUVEL, Mr KLEPSCH'
Mrs LENZ, Mr fTIALLET (deputizing for Mr BERNARD-REYI{OND), Mr NEhIENS, Mr PELIKAN(deputizing for Mr AMADEI), Flr PENDERS, Mrs PIERMONT, Mr PIQUET'
Mr POETTERING, Mr PRAG, Mr ROTHLEY (deputizing for Mr SEEFELD), Mr TURNER(deputizing for Sir Peter VANNECK), Mr TZOUNIS (deputizing for Mr BOUTOS),
Mr VGENOPOULOS (deputi zi ng f or Mr PLASKOVITIS) and lilr bJEDEKIND (deputi zing f or
Mr FORMIG0NI),
The opinion of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens'Rights is
attached.
#
,i:;,
I
At its meeting of
Educat ion, Information
The op i n'ion of t he
detivered in the form
in this report.
29 and 30 0ctober 1984, the Committee on Youth, Culture'
and Sport decided not to draw up an opinion.
Committee on the Verification of CredentiaLs Has
of an amendment to Articte 8 of the text which appears
t PE 94.297 | A/f i n.tlc(2) 1348E 3
The report was tabled on 19 .March 1~85. 
The deadline for :tabt ing amef'lCime..mts ¢,o t<bis r:eport ~; U be indicated in 
the draft agenda for the pa,rt-·ses·sion et .which it .wiH b'e .debated. 
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A 
The Political Affairs Committee hereby submits to the EJropean Parliament 
the following motion for a resolution: 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
The European Parliament, 
- having regard to the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr J.D. TAYLOR on the 
denial of votes in European elections to EEC citizens in Gibraltar 
(Doc. 2-396/84), 
- having regard to the motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VEIL on a common 
electoral procedure (Doc. 2-399/84>, 
- having regard to the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE 
and Mr KUIJPERS on a uniform electoral procedure (Doc. 2-546/84>, 
- having regard to the report of the Political Affairs Committee and the 
op1n1on of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens• Rights 
(Doc. A 2-1/85), 
A. having regard to Article 138(3) of the EEC Treaty, Article 108(3) of the 
EAEC Treaty, Article 21(3) of the ECSC Treaty and Article 7(1) of the Act 
of 20 September 1976, 
B. having regard to Article 137 of the EEC Treaty, 
c. noting that to date, the Council has not tak~n any decision on the draft 
(Doc. 1-988/81/A) submitted by the Eurdpean Parliament on 10 March 1982, 
D. whereas the European Parliament's right of initiative embodied in the 
Treaties includes the obligation to act as the initiating institution until 
a uniform electoral procedure within the meaning of the Treaties is 
i nt roduc ed, 
E. ~hereas the objective of a uniform electoral procedure is most likely to be 
attained in individual steps, and whereas the attached Act represents an 
important step towards that objectiv~, 
F. wher~s legislative progress is essential to p~event further divergence 
between the national electoral legislation in fore~ at ~resent in the ten 
Memb'er States, 
G. whereas a uniform electoral procedure will be an important pillar iri the 
construction of the future European Union~ the attainment of which is 
called for by current Treaty law, 
H. iri an attempt to et:~~ble, spain and Po_rtusal, on accessior:t; to fot low .. this 
pi'd~osal when electing their representatives to the £ur~15~a'n Parliament, 
I. in an attempt to enable the ratification of this A~t to be undertaken 
simulta~eously with the ratification of the •cce•~ion oi Spai~ and Portugal, 
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J. whereas the rapid adoption of a draft by th~ European Parliament will 
create the requisite conditions for the necessary provisions for a uniform 
electoral procedure to be put into effect in good time before the next 
direct elections, 
K. whereas it is important, inter alia, to ensure that every citizen of a 
Member State may vote in election~ to the European Parliament, 
L. whereas the elections to the second directly elected Parliament were 
characterized by substantial differences between the Member States with 
particular regard to the electoral system and the right to vote, 
M. whereas the concept of uniformity does not entail the electoral procedure 
being totally identical in all the Member States but does require agreement 
on the essential aspects of the electoral procedure (electoral system and 
the right to vote and the right to stand for election), 
N. whereas the concept of uniformity requires electoral procedure eventually 
to be identical on all points throughout the Member States, and recognizing 
that an agreement on the points covered in this draft first Act (electoral 
system, the right to vote, and the right to stand) must be accompanied by 
agreement on a wide range of other points before a uniform electoral 
procedure can be said to be in place, 
0. whereas the European Parliament will be able to fulfil its representative 
function most effectively if the many national, regional and ideological 
trends of the peoples of the Community are represented in it in proportion 
to their numerical strength, the number of seats laid down for each Member 
State in the 1976 Act continuing to apply, 
P. conviced that a high degree of proportionality within the framework of the 
current allocation of seats per Member State may be achieved by means of an 
election based on lists (proportional representation) which also take 
account of the possibility of personal voting, 
Q. in an attempt to enable proceedings to be instituted before the Court of 
Justice of the European Communities in respect of rulings of the European 
Parliament on disputes following an election, 
R. anticipating that all the Member States will ensure that the requisite 
conditions obtain, including those in the field of information, which allow 
all parties and electoral groups to have a fair chance in the elections, 
S. in an attempt to take account of specific situations in certain Member 
States, both as regards specific traditions of electoral Law and the 
consideration of geographical and ethnic peculiarities, 
1. Submits to the Council the draft of the following Act; 
WG(2)1348E 
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P r o p o s a L f o r a F i r s t A c t 
f o r t h e i n t r o d u c t i o n o f a 
u n i f o r m 
f o r t h e 
o f t h e 
e l e c t o r a l p r o c e d u r e 
e l e c t i o n o f M e m b e r s 
E u r o p e a n P a r l i a m e n t 
T H E C 0 U N C I L, 
Having regard to Article 21<3> of the Treaty establishing the European Coal 
and Steel Community, 
Having regard to Article 138(3) of the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Article 108(3) of the Treaty establishing the European Atomic 
Energy Community, 
Having regard to Article 7(1) of the Act concerning the elections of the 
representatives of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage, 
Having regard to the draft of Parliament, 
has laid down the provisions annexed to this Decision which it recommends to 
the Member States for adoption in accordance with their respective 
constitutional requirements. 
This Decision and the provisions annexed hereto shall be published in the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 
The Member States shall notify the Secretary-General of the Council of the 
European Communities without delay of the completion of the procedures 
necessary in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements for 
the adoption of the provisions annexed to this Decision. 
This Decision shall enter into force on the day of its publication in the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 
Article 1 
The representatives in the European Parliament of the peoples of the States 
brought together in the Community shall be elected in free, secret and uniform 
elections in accordance with this Act, the Act of 20 September 1976 and, in 
the absence of Community provisions, with the respective legislative 
provisions of the Meaber States. 
Eligibility 
Article 2 Right to vote 
(1) Nationals of the Member States of the Community who are aged 18 or over on 
the date of the election shall be entitled to vote in elections to the 
European Parliament irrespective of their place of residence, insofar as 
it is in a Member State of the Community. Nationals of a Member State 
whose place of residence is outside the territory of the Member States of 
the Community may be granted the right to vote in the country of w~ich 
they are nationals. 
WG<2>1348E 
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(2) Nationals of a Member State shall be entitled to vote in the country of 
which they are nationals. The Member States shall take all the necessary 
measures to enable their nationals whose place of residence is outside 
their country of or1g1n to exercise their electoral rights without 
hindrance in the Member State of which they are nationals. 
(3) A Member State may grant the right to vote to nationals of another Member 
State whose place of residence is on the territory of that Member State. 
The Member States shall cooperate in order to facilitate the exercise of 
the right to vote as provided for in this article and to prevent electors 
from voting twice at one and the same election. 
Article 3 Right to stand for election 
(1) Nationals of the Member States of the Community aged 18 or over on the 
date of the election shall be entitled to stand for election to the 
European Parliament irrespective of their place of residence, insofar as 
it is in a Member State of the Community, in the country of which they are 
nationals. Nationals of the Member States whose place of residence 
isoutside the territory of the Member States of the Community, may be 
granted the right to stand for election in their country of origin. 
(2) A Member State may grant the right to stand for election to nationals of 
another Member State whose place of residence is on the territory of that 
Member State. 
(3) In one and the same election, a national of a Member State may stand for 
election in no more than one Member State. The Member States shall 
cooperate in order to prevent any person from standing for election more 
than once in one and the same election • 
Article 3a 
Nationals of the Member States of the Community who are officials of the 
Community shall not be excluded from voting or standing in elections to the 
European Parliament in the Member States of which they are nationals by virtue 
of their being resident outside the Community. 
Electoral system 
Article 4 
(1) In each Member State, Members shall be elected on lists in accordance with 
the principle of proportional representation. 
(2) The Member States shall decide on the division of their territory into 
constituencies. They may divide their territory into one or more 
constituencies. 
(3) The Member States shall lay down the conditions for Lists and for the 
combination of Lists at national Level. 
Member States may not Lay down as a condition that a List must be 
submitted in more than one constituency • 
WG(2)1348E 
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(4) The Member States shall Lay down the conditions for th? ~ubmission of 
Lists. In so doing, they shall lay down that parties and electoral 
associations may participate in the elections, that the nomination of 
candidates must be in Line with democratic principles and that a certain 
number of signatures of electors is required to support a nomination. 
(5) Each elector shall have one vote. The Member States may provide for the 
casting of preferential votes. 
(6) The Member States may Lay down that the Lists shall be accompanied by 
lists of substitutes. 
(7) Member States shall bear the official costs of the election, in particular 
the printing and distribution of voting papers. 
Article 5 
(1) Seats shall be allocated to every List or combination of lists at national 
Level in accordance with the d'Hondt system, account being taken of the 
total number of votes secured by that list or national combination of 
Lists. In the case of a combination of lists, the total number of seats 
won by a combination of lists shall then be allocated in accordance with 
the votes secured by the individual lists. 
<2> Seats shall be allocated within a list on the basis of the order of the 
names on the List. In the case of preferential voting, the seats shall be 
allocated on the basis of the number of votes secured by each of the 
candidates on the list concerned. Where the number of votes is identical, 
seats shall be allocated in the order of the names on the list. 
(3) If a seat falls vacant, it shall be filled in accordance with 
paragraph 2. The same shall apply to the replacement of such Members to 
whom Article 6(1) of the Act of 20 September 1976 becomes applicable 
during their term of office. 
Article 6 
(1) The Member States may introduce a national threshold, which may not exceed 
5%, below which a list shall obtain no seats. 
t2) In order to take account of special situations caused by geographical or 
ethnic factors and which originate in the constitutional framework of a 
Member State or are traditionally recognized by that State, such a Member 
State may lay down conditions diverging from Article 5(1) and (2) and 
Article 6(1) of this Act. 
Miscellaneous provisions 
Article 7 
(1) Elections to the European Parliament shall be held on the date fixed by 
each Member State which shall fall within the same period for all the 
Member States beginning on a Thursday morning and finishing at 8 p.m. on 
the Sunday evening. 
WG(2)1348E 
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(2) The counting of votes may not begin until the Suncay after the close of 
polling in the Member State in which the polLing stations close first. 
Article 8 
rhn turtJP'''"' Pur I i>JmP.nt shall verify the credentials of its Members. For this 
~urpose, it shall take as a basis the election results declared officially by 
the Member States and rule on any disputes which may arise out of the 
provisions of this Act and of the Act of 20 September 1976. Proceedings 
against a decision of Parliament may be instituted by those concerned before 
the Court of Justice of the European Communities. 
Artie Le 9 
(1) This Act for the introduction of a uniform electoral procedure shall be 
ratified by the Parliaments of the Member States of the European 
Communities. It shall come into force immediately in the Member States 
after ratification according to the respective constitutional provisions. 
The ratification shall be notified to the Commission of the European 
Communities. 
2. Points out that this draft takes account of the draft contained in the 
Seitlinger report and the findings of consultations held since then and 
that this draft replaces the previous draft; 
3. Calls on the Council to consider this draft without delay and to adopt it 
in time for the Member States to ratify it within the stipulated period and 
lay down the requisite provisions in accordance with their constitutional 
requirements in good time before the next elections; 
4. Reminds the Council that in this field, the European Parliament is the sole 
repository of the right of initiative, and calls on the Council and the 
European Parliament to arrange a conciliation meeting to discuss the Act so 
that they may arrive at a decision supported by both bodies; 
5. Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the draft Act, 
together with the report of its committee, to the Council and the 
Commission of the European Communities and to the parliaments and 
governments of the Member States • 
WG(2)1348E 
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MOTION fOR A RESOLUYION (Doc. 2•396/84) 
tabled by Mr John David TAYLOR 
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure 
on the denial of votes in European Electionc to EEC 
citizens in Gibraltar 
The Europea~ Parliam~nt, 
A. recalling that Gibraltar i! within the European Economic Community, having 
acceded in 1973 ilong with the United K;ngdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland, 
B. conscious of the great Community d~sir~ for a directly elected ParliaMent and 
of the fira conviction thlt there should be universal franchise for elections 
- to the European Parliament, 
c. at•rmed that Gibraltar is th~ only a~ea of the Community ~here residents are 
denH!d a '.lote in European Election!~ and that .. ttHuefOI"fl, Gibraltar is the only 
area which doet not have M~mbers representing it 1n the European Parliament, 
t. noting that th~ Gibraltar Br~nch of the Europe~n Movement is presently preparing 
a petit ion to the European Parl'laW~ent caU. ing for an t~xtension of .th• European 
franchise to ruidents of Gibraltar_, 
E. aware of the need fo~ greater urgency in this matter given that, ~fter 1985, 
the ~arliam~nt "1lt contain Sptnish ~~bert eleeted by peopl• living adjace~t 
to G1bralhr, 
1. Condemns the denial of basic human rights to the residents of Gibr~ltar which is 
t 
unjustified and unacceptable in the Western democratic system; 
z. Calls upon th~ Community to report 01 e M&tter of urgency on means by which th• 
right to vote in European Elections May be extended to residentsofGibraltar; 
3. Ur; .. s the Council to implement as soon as possible recommendations which will 
provide this extension; 
4. lnatructs ita Pr~ai~ent to forward this resoltuion to the Ca-aission, to the 
Council, and to the governeenta of all tho Moaber States. 
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tabled by Mrs Simone VEIL 
' on behalf of the liberal and Democratic Group 
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure 
on a Common Electoral Procedure 
• 
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'l"he European Parliament, 
A. having regard to Articlea 1l7 and lJS{l)o~ ~~ ~eaty of 
ltcxne, 
1. ha,•ing regard to Article 1, para. • ! and 2 oe t4"le~ Act of 
20 September 1976, 
c. having regard to Article 14{3)ot the Draft Treaty 
eatabliahing European Union. 
D. having regard to the reaolution on a common electoral 
ayatem, adopted by the Parliament on 10 March 1982, 
a. noting that in Great Britain, 19.5% of the~otea caat 
in the 1994 European olectione aecured no repreaent~tion, 
although these votera totalled 2,591,635 citizena of 
the European Community, 
P. noting that the Conservative and Labour Partiea reaiat 
any change in the aystem although repeated opinion polla 
Dhow that propoitional representation is desired by a 
large majority of the British electorate, 
G. noting that candidates of the parties adhering to the 
European Liberals and Democrats secured nearly 10 mlllion 
votes and 32 seats, whereaa the candidates of parties 
adhering to the European Democratic Group polled just 
under 6 million votes and obtained 50 aeats, 
' ' 
H. notinq that France operates a aingle me~ber constituency 
system for its national parliamentary elections and a 
proportional syatem for the European electiona, 
1. Insiata on the l~gal and moral obligation of the Co~unity 
and of its Member States to establish a uniform electoral 
&}'Stem which will er:sure the fair ·represent•tion "of the 
people•~ of the Member States tn time for ita uae in the 
1989 Europe•n ele~tiona; 
2. Therefore declares its support for a system which would 
est!blish the principles of proportionality and of the 
right of every Community citizen to vote in the European 
Parllaroent'a elections: 
l. Urges t~e Freside~t-ln-Office of the Council tv e~sure 
that the pr1nc1ple of the establishtr.ent of suer. a un1form 
electoral procedure for the 1989 and subsequent E~opean 
election• ia accepted by the Council during hi& term of 
office: 
ol. Inst.ruc;:ta i·ta President to for•ard this resolution to r.he 
Cou:'lcil~ the COIM\iaaion and the Governnenta and Parlia.m-nta 
of M~.ber state&. 
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. 2-546/84) 
tabl~d by Mr VANOEMEULEBROUCKE and Mr KU!JPERS 
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure ·• 
on a uni1orm el~ctoral procedure 
• 
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Tne European Parliament, 
-~__ __.,.,__. ___ - . -
B having regard to Article 7 6f tn~ Act of 29 September 1976 concerning 
tnt' election of fl'fe fepre:J~n~ati'"es o-f tn-e· A'S'Ntlfbly by dtrect ~:~nivei'sal 
suffrage-, 
c having regard to Artiet~ 14 of th-e Draft Tte:aty e-stablishing the 
•• 
o having regcard tO' its r'esdl,tttierr of. 10 l'fareh 1'9&2 on a draft uniform 
E>le'ctorat l)r"GC&'c:ittf& fetr: th'ef e(e·ct i'C:m a-t ~mbir·s of ttt~ !ut~ean Parliament 
<Doc:. t-988/81 >, 
E whereas the C~uncil failed to i~trodv6e ~ u~11orm electoral procedure before 
the second direet Eurcpean t'le:et1cmS" and has deterred a decision until 1989, 
f whereas, as a re-~£t 1 tl'fe: sec-~'d ci'irect etecti'ott! to the EuroJ)t>an Pa,.l iament 
were mafked by major chffe-re'ti'cu be-tw&e:n the Membe·t States with regard to 
electl!r'al sysunts ~M v&t in'9 d~l'tts; 
6' wHer·tl'a& tmt'Se' Bif·fttr"ttncd ft',flue·ri'Q~ &l'l'e' e~gfdoiY ani I"&'J)r•~re-rrtat iveness 
Of tHe et.~a-.'t FlaHiall\-~1'\'t an& a feiit 1'1-ew th4 ci-tizen·s of the Community 
exercise t-h'e'ir dvie r·l'glitts, sue1' di·ffefe'nees iNcttlding in· particula'r: 
. ' 
a) t-tre< fa;at f.h'6t· m'i-n'fmiiMil Mum'oe:rs- o"f IIGttft may gti' Ut b'e 'fnq:Jo'sed, 
b) tl'fe· f:r.Ct- tl'i¥t a~o>sits m'clY be demal"id(fd, which- cari' be declared forfeit 
if .s fl\'in1111\Jril ri~:.tr!fb&r' C)'f votes- is- Mt ot!Jta-tn-&d1 
c'i tn~ ~~k Gf g;ua·ran·ue:d r~presemaHO'tl fO't r~g·i·6rf'S'; partieularly for 
tf'io·s,e regioos wh·ich alrea·dy ~n}oy autonomou.s status and have their own 
atrt·$Yl~OI:.IS' <JIS'I1e-rl'l'lfte:M at'l'd ~ e-g,; t-l an ive as'~t>lilb l y-1 
dr Hur he:l( "f Gfi-ttfria• ft!ir ehvfd,,"'~ 1l~ ~el'l\be-r S:t!.~t~!f i'hta constnuencies, 
H· n·avli·rff~ l"~aorct 'tio its- tlf9odhtt·,CI'fo'f 1'6• &doli>'~'r 1<18•1' on.; Colllbluh"ity Charter of 
l"~~i-M'ilcJii.> lic:Jn~s~ antt ~t!t~tlll-rH Mid' 8 Gl'rartef 6-f ti~u· at ethnic minorities 
ti)G.rt ... 'fi~-5'·1$~1', 
t wffe'rre-'8 ~ lllf!l'i'f$'1""" f'i!-.lfe·t~~-~- lf('0.ct!'du:t"t" lliu9t, •'t ~H i.Vf'JW~; w( t&W' tor the 
~M·t.t.fi\ct !fflf,;;~6fi:d'i' o>r d.rt~fflfl'crrl'i ;~f6fi.'S a'ri~ ttiWiif it~ri-fc and cuLtural 
ri'l'in0¥ft.i4J$, 
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~ 1. Takes the view that the enhancement of democracy must be a guiding principle 
• 
• 
for the establishment cf the £uropean inst1tutions and for their proper 
functioning; 
2. Calls on the President-ir.-Office of the Council to ensure that, during his 
term of office, the Council accepts, in principle, the introduction of a 
uniform electoral procedure for the 1989 European elections; 
3. Bel1eves that this uniform electoral procedure should incorpotate the 
following democratic principles of non-discrimination in financial and 
techn1cal considerations: 
a) the abolition of the requirement to place deposits, 
o> the abolition of minimum numbers of votes to be obtained, 
c> rhe creat1on of constituencies in which a minimum of three and a 
maximum of 15 Members are to be elected, 
d) acknowledgement, with regard to the drawing-up of constituencies, of 
the existence of ethnic groups, in order to guarantee these small 
sections of the populace direct representation in the European 
Parliament, 
e> the allocation of seats on the basis of straightforward proportional 
representation, 
f> provision for a bicameral system incorporating an upper house with 
proportional representation of the people of the Community and, in 
line with federalist principles, a lower house in which the different 
regions would enjoy equal representation, 
4. Instructs its Presiaent to forward this resolution to the Council, the 
Commission and the Governments and Parliaments of the Member States. 
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OPINlOH 
The CommHtee on ·L~~al Affai ns .and C.iiH.11eatr• ·Rights was .a~·ed ?for ·an opinion 
on 9 Oc,tober 1984. 
On 30 No.vembe.r ~984, :Mr .S~r~nti .~ ~ppotnted :dril:fitsman. 
At its me,eting of ~.~ J~~uary/1 1F~b:ru~.ry 1-9.85, the .CDm!llittee on 'Legal Affairs 
and Citizens·' Rights discus~d ,the pr.ob.l~ms ·r .. elatiqg to a uniform electoral 
procedure. lt ,consider,,ad the dr;~.ft opi.ni·on at its mee;ti·qgs of 
19 I 20 February and .27 I 2.8 f.~br.~ry 1965.. At .d'l:e .l.at:t e r meeting the Committee 
on Legal Affa.irs a,nd Citizens' ·RighU adopted t·he conclus:ions of the draft 
opinion by 15 vot~s to 'o . wit.h 3 abs;teniion.s~ 
lhe fo LLQ,l!ll'ing ,took pa,rt in ~,he .vote: Mrs V.ayssad.e, .cl:tai rman; 
Mr Evrigen.i~, .v:i.c.e-,c·hai.nman; ("'r .earzanti, d.raftsman; >Mr eocklet <deputizing 
fo.r .Mr Gr.af Sta.I,J.,ffenber.g), -M.r:s aoot, Mrs Fontaine, Mr Ippol:i,to (deputizing for 
Mr .Grem,etz~, Mr.s #lta.rinctro, M.r ;Pr~ce, .-Mr Pr.out, :M-r ~Qgalla, Mr Rothley, 
M.r .schwalba.-.Jolarth, ~r Selv.~, l1'!r :ru.r.ner, Mr Vetter, M,r .trJ~j.senbee.k and Mr Zagari. 
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I - INTRODUCTION 
1. The European Parliament's right of initiat~ve in the matter ot the 
drafting of a unifor~ electoral procedure is based on Article 21(3) of the 
ECSC Treaty, Article 138(3) of the EEC Tre~ty a~ Art1cte 108(3) of th~ 
EURATOM Treaty. These provisions, whose ter•~ ~re iden~i~~l, stipulate that 
'the Assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by direct universal 
suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all Me•ber States'. 
A similar provision is also included in Article 7(1) of the Act of 
20 September 1976 concerning the election of the repr~sentatives of the 
Assembly by direct universal s~ffrage.1 
It should be remembered that Article 137 of the EEC Treaty and the 
corresponding articles of the ECSC and Furatom Treaties stipulate that 'the 
Assembly shall consist of representatives of the St~tes brought together in 
the Community'. 
2. It is clear that Parliament has been given both a power and a duty, 
consisting not only in the obligation to draft proposals for direct 
elections,2 but also in the requirement to mQnitor the progress of its 
proposal within the Council and to amend and update it when this is considered 
politically necessary. This derives, as the rapporteur of the Political 
Affairs Committee has pointed out,3 not only from the use of the plural in 
the Legislative texts ('the Assembly shall draw up proposals'>, but is 
inherent in the way in which Community acts are originated. It is a general 
principle of Community law that the body invested with the power of initiative 
can always modify. its original proposal, as Long as it is still under 
consideration by the body which has the power of decision. (cf. the position 
of the Commission, the body which usually has the power of initiative, under • 
Article 149(2) of the EEC Treaty). 
The initiative by means of which the Political Affairs Committee is 
seeking to have a new proposal adopted by the whole House is therefore a 
Legitimate one. 
1 
3 
OJ No. L 278, 8.10.1976, p. 1 
It has been correctly pointed out by the L~al Affairs CQmmittee tha~ this 
qbligation is necess~rily followed by the subsequent requir,ment that the 
Council adopt recommendations to the Member ~t~tes designed to introduce 
th~ u~ifor~ electoral procedure <see the opinion adqpted by the Legal 
Affairs Committee on 27 O~tober 1981 on the basi~ of a. draft opinion by 
Frc;~ncescopaolo D'Angelosante - Doc. 1.,.988/81/'S--C~ pp. Z6 et seq.> 
Working do,ument by Mr Bocklet - PE 91.626 - part A, paragraph 4(b) 
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it sho~la be noted in pa~sing that a number of ~roposals from Parliament 
do not call for an equal number of acts by tne Counc~L. The decision of 
20 September 1976 concerning dire~t elections ~ust be followed up- and the 
time for this follow-up has come - by a single proposal in the form of a 
recommendation in accordance with the provisions of Article 138(3) of the EEC 
Treaty (and the corresponding provisions in tne ECSC and EURATOM Treaties), 
which do not stipulate that the uniform electoral procedure should be 
introduced in a fragmentary and piecemeal manner. 
0 
0 0 
However, it would be pointless to discuss the 1982 proposal in an 
unfavourable light, although it should certainly be Kept in mind, as should 
the obstacles which have arisen within the Council to the realization ot this 
very important objective. 
Moreover, the enlargement of the Community to include Spain and Portugal 
offers a historic opportunity to do something to put an end to the tangle of 
derogations and inconsistencies which is threatening to frustrate the whole 
enterprise. 
3. As far as the ratio Legis is concerned, the significant powers vested in 
Parliament in this field derive from the realization that the matter is a 
highly complex one and that only an open and wide-ranging political debate 
within the Assembly could provide a basis for a proposal capable of achieving 
the necessary consensus. 
4. The proposal should be framed with the consent of Parliament and the 
parties themselves with continuous monitoring in plenary of at least the 
essential points. The vital issues and problems on which dn opinion is to be 
given can be usefully brought into the open and debated publicly, although it 
must be borne in mind that an extremely wide body of support is needed if the 
end result is to be adopted and also to secure solid backing during the stages 
following the vote by Parliament. 
It is legitimate, however, for Parliament to request the Council, in the 
resolution accompanying the draft convention, to provide for the conciliation 
procedure to be set in train, having regard to Parliament's resolution of 
14 December 1983.1 ihe resolution, which was based on a Commission 
proposal, stipulated that the conciliation procedure should be used for 
'Community Legislative acts which are of general application and which, in the 
opinion either of the Parliament or of the Council, are of considerable 
importance for the Community and whose adoption is not required by acts 
already existing'. It should be noted that: 
- this last condition should be understood to mean that there is no need for 
conciliation in respect of acts which are merely implementing provisions, 
the adoption of the content and terms of which is imposed on the Council by 
the existence of previous provisions which are of general application. In 
other words, there can be no conciliation on acts which are required as a 
matter of course; 
1 OJ No. C 10, 16.1.1984, pp. 30 et seq • 
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-the Council recommendation provided for in Article 138(3) of the EEC Treaty 
-and in the corresponding articles of the ECSC and EURATOM Treaties-
although it is not binding, constitutes a Community legislative act, since 
the procedure by which it is originated is laid down in the Treaties in the 
same way as it is for other Community Legislative acts; 
-with regard to elections, provision already exists for conciliation between 
the Council and the European Parliament; Article 13 of the Act of 
20 September 1976 concerning the election of the representatives of the 
Assembly by direct universal suffrage states that: 'Should it appear 
necessary to adopt measures to implement this Act, the Council, acting 
unanimously on a proposal from the Assembly after consulting the Commi$Sion, 
shall adopt such measures after endeavouring to reach agreement with the 
Assembly in a conciliation committee consisting of the Council and 
representatives of the Assembly'. 
It is absolutely vital, moreover, for Parliament to monitor its proposal 
closely until it is finally adopted by the Council and to this end 
conciliation with the body which is at the same time the author and addressee 
of the proposal should prove both technically helpful and politically 
stimulating. 
II - UNIFORM NATURE OF THE ELECTORAL PROCEDURE 
5. The electoral procedure is the concrete instrument by means of which a 
body is constituted. It therefore has a constituent function, provides a 
basis of Legitimacy and is the form by means of which a certain degree of 
representation is attained. That it should be homogeneous in character when 
it serves to elect a given body is a factor of major importance, which is 
bound to have a bearing on the proper functioning of that body and the 
authority which it enjoys vis-a-vis the outside world. 
6. An electoral procedure may be said to be uniform when, apart from the 
organizational flexibility needed for peripheral or highly specific matters, 
it ensures a substantial degree of similarity between the principal elements 
which make up the system. 
It is necssary to oppose any system which allows excessive scope for 
derogations, which, if applied, would once again frustrate what is the second 
init)ative of its kind, which makes success an objective to be achieved at all 
costs. It is no use submitting a proposal which, from the v~ry outset, 
provides for the possibility of its not being applicable to all the Member 
States. 
It must be said that, in add~tion to the negative effects on Parliament's 
internal balance - and thus on its external credibility - the very existence 
of derogations in the procedure for election of 'representatives of the 
peoples of the States brought together in the Community•1 would be damaging 
to the construction of Europe as a whole, a proces$ whose brief history is 
alreidy marke4 by too many derogations. 
1 See Article 20 of the ECSC Treaty, Article 137 of the EEC Treaty and 
Article 107 of the EURATOM Treaty 
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However, an option which cannot be ruted out is that of implementing the 
provisions of the convention one stage at a time, in order to surmount the 
difficulties which make it impossible for some Member States to adopt the 
proposed system at the same time as all the otners, although with the proviso 
that all Member States would be subject to a general obligation. Not a 
derogation, in other words, but a possibLe postponement with the explicit 
consent of all concerned. 
III - ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A UNIFORM ELECTORAL PROCEDURE 
7. In the committee•s view, the essential elements of the uniform electoral 
procedure should be as follows:1 
1. entitlement to vote, 
2. the weight attaching to each vote, 
3. standardization of procedures and freedom of choice, 
4. the type of constituency, 
5. the degree of choice offered to the voter, 
6. the procedure for calculating how the votes are transformed into 
seats. 
All these elements, acting together, go to characterize a system and 
emphasize its uniformity. 
8. The current situation <nine countries have a proportional system, while 
the United Kingdom has two distinct systems - England, Scotland and Wales have 
a single constituency majority vote system with a single ballot, whereas the 
three Members for Northern Ireland are elected by a proportional system with a 
multi-member constituency and transferable votes) clearly shows that the bases 
for a proportional system are largely in place, though this should not be a 
system based on specific principles of proportionality which can be adapted by 
the Member States of the Community, but rather a clearly defined proportional 
system carved out from the vast range of possibilities in this field. 
Otherwise, there would inevitably be vast disparities, with no guarantee that 
the system chosen would be a proportional system pure and simple - one out of 
the many available- and no guarantee of homogeneity in the weight given to 
each vote and thus in the calculation of results. 
9. The Limits which make the proportional system imperfect -whichever one is 
adopted at Community Level - are clearly apparent, in particular the pre-
established quotas of representatives of each Member State in Parliament. It 
seems neither advisable nor practical to alter this element of the system and 
replace it, for example, by calculating the number of seats for each Member 
State on the basis of demographic trends, which would be updated a year prior 
to the elections. 
1 Cf. Stein ROKKAN, under the heading Electoral System, International 
Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, Vol. V, New York, 1968 
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10. Secondly, it must be remembered that the population of some Member States 
is much lower than in others and this means that corrective weighting is 
inevitably required in order to ensure proper pluralistic representation of 
these countries. 
11. There are also other unavoidable restrictions. It is commonly agreed that 
the radical principle of one man, one vote, one value has to be realistically 
tempered by the requirements of mathematics and the need for a workable notion 
of representation, taking due account of the constraints imposed by the nature 
of the electorate. 
12. The reasons underlying the choice of a proportional system are to some 
extent specific to the European Parliament. The debate on electoral systems, 
which has been particularly intense in some countries, has focused and 
continues to focus on issues which are not relevant to the problems peculiar 
to the election of a parliament which is not required to produce a government 
and whose main task is to represent the European Community in all its 
political and cultural diversity. Consequently, both those who maintain that 
an electoral system - and the author does not share this view - must be based 
firmly on the need to ensure continuity of government (even if correctives 
have to be used), and those who place the emphasis on the need for Parliament 
to represent all shades of opinion or at least those trends that enjoy an 
appreciable level of support, could agree on a proportional approach and 
exclude from their assessment of the problem of electing the European 
Parliament considerations and judgments which are not strictly connected with 
the specific questions which must be faced when seeking to devise a uniform 
electoral procedure for the European Parliament. 
13. A system of proportional representation is the only way for Europe to 
secure balanced and pluralistic representation in Parliament capable of giving 
voice to all points of view, all opinions and all cultures. ~ 
The proportional system has the added advantage of encouraging a higher 
turnout of electors than the majority system, under which there is a high rate 
of abstention, particularly in constituencies where the success of a 
particular candidate is taken for granted. This is particularly important for 
the European elections where a by no means secondary aim is to produce a 
psychological impact on the people, who by the common act of voting are made 
to feel more closely part of a single community. 
14. It is vital to ensure adequate representation in Parliament of ethnic or 
other minorities, since it offers a forum for constructive debate between all 
the voices which go to make up the wide spectrum of European democracy. 
To opt for a system of proportional representation is to opt for a 
Parliament which represents the essential variety of organized civil and 
political life in the countries of Europe. 
To adopt this perspective is not to take a stance against individual 
national systems, which often have their well-founded historical reasons and 
must not be presumptuously challenged or overturned by a Parliament whose task 
is to look to the future and not to stand in judgment on individual national 
WG(2)1348E 
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~ ~ systems. The way in which France and Greece adopted an ~lectoral system for 
• 
the election of the European Parliament quite different from that used for 
~ national elections clearly illustrates the scope available to those who do not 
wish to allow questions or discrepancies which are part of the domestic 
political environment to intrude unduly upon problems in the Community sphere. 
0 
0 0 
15. However, although it is easy to justify the basic choice of a proportional 
system (largely in existence already, in any case), it would be unfair not to 
give due weight to the views of those who criticize electoral systems which 
depersonalize excessively the relationship between the voter and the elected 
member and which give party machines a role which some see as autocratic in 
tendency. 
Hence the need to lay down clear guidelines concerning objectives (to 
which technical solutions must then be matched), before drawing up a genuine 
proposal, which must be more than a statement of principles, as these would be 
faced by a multitude of different situations and as a result would break down 
when put into practice. 
16. Although it is impossible to reconcile a proportional system with a 
majority one, it is nevertheless possible to ensure the application of the 
basic criteria of a system based, for example, on the d'Hondt method of 
counting votes and to temper that system by introducing constituencies to 
provide the necessary element of personal contact. The system used for 
electing the German Bundestag or that used for the election of the Italian 
Senate could offer useful points of reference for devising a new and suitably 
flexible system capable of achieving the broadest possible consensus and 
meeting conflicting requirements • 
17. It is not a question of going back on changes which are by now historical 
and have given political parties a decisive role in pubLic Life- remember the 
crucial experience of Weimar- but rather of dealing with a specific situation 
such as that of the European Parliament by adopting a system able to come to 
terms with a subject as complex as the role of mass parties in parliamentary 
representation. A recent study1 correctly pointed out, in connection with 
the most successful phase in the history of proportional representation (the 
first post-war period), that 'in some countries the adoption of proportional 
representation and the extension of the suffrage were simultaneous, while in 
others they followed closely upon each other; in all these countries they 
were the basis of the post-war system and the new model for the organization 
of society. The way in which politics was conducted changed profoundly and 
took the form of action by mass organizations in opposition to each other. 
The parties officially became the driving force behind this action and 
parliamentary life was transformed by the recognition of the groups 
representing these forces within the chamber'. 
18. To combine a proportional system with an element of personal 
representation at constituency level may have the positive effect of 
encouraging greater participation by those figures who are most closely 
involved with new movements, which are either still taking shape or are 
1 Cf. Fulco LANCHESTER, Sistemi elettorali e forma di governo, Bologna 1981, 
p. 73 
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critical of or excluded from party organizations. This 1s not without 
significance, given the crisis of confidence in the relationship between 
citizens and institutions and the crisis of credibility affecting 
parliamentary representation, reflected in a widespread scepticism about the 
selection of candidates, which is often perceived as being predetermined by 
the dictates of the system or the requirements of bureaucrac;y: this can 
happen particularly when there is a national constituency ~ith a blocked list. 
19. The alternative to a proportional system of the type descriQed in general 
outline above could only be a system which is truly proportional. This bri~gs 
to mind the precise formula put forward by Mr D'Angelosante 
(Doc. 1-988/81/B-C, p. 43) as a possible first article of a draft proposal: 
i'The Members of the European Parliament shall be elected in accordance with 
the list system of proportional representation. The seats shall be 
distributed among the Lists in accordance with the d'Hondt method. The 
elector shall cast his preferential vote for one or more candidates, depending 
on the size of the constituency and the number of candidates allocated to eqch 
list'. 
0 
0 0 
20. Apart from the fundamental principle for counting the votes and 
transforming them into seats, other common elements are needed to make an 
electoral system uniform. 
It would not be consistent in principle with the general aims which the 
European Parliament must set itself in terms of its representativeness to 
introduce an electoral threshold, a percentage of the vote below which seats 
WDuld not be allocated. 
By its very nature, proportional representation possesses a technical 
threshold, which varies from country to country. This situation cannot be 
s.tandardized by the imposition of a threshold, but by harmonizing the rules 
governing the different proportional systems. 
At the present time, France and the Federal Republic of Germany make 
explicit provision for a threshold. 
21. Procedures for the nomination of candidates differ widely from country to 
country. Although provisions on this subj-ect must be extremely flexible, 
justifiable doubts have been raised about the 'dubiOU$ constitutional 
legitimacy' of requiring candidates to pay a deposit, a practice which is 
current in some countries <Netherlands, United Kingdom, Ireland, France, 
Greece). 
2~. With regard to incompatibilities between the office of Member of the 
European Parliament and the holding of other offices, provisions other than 
those provided for by the Act exist in Greece and BelQium, where membership of 
the European Parliament is incompatible with membership of the national 
parliament, and in Italy, which adds to the list of incompati~ilities the 
offices of regional councillor and chairman of a regional council. 
Harmonization does not appear vital in this field. 
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23. The age ~t wh1ch the right to vote is granted should be reduced in all 
countries to the lowest level, i.e. 18 years. Cases in which citizens are 
prohioited from voting should continue to be those laid down by the internal 
penal code of each Member State. This is in any case inevitable. 
24. The right to stand for election should be granted at the same age as the 
right to vote and should arso be reduced to 18 years. Indeed, there is no 
reason why any distinction should be made in terms of age between the right to 
vote and the right to stand for election, given the current state of cultural 
and political development of European societies. 
In a system where a strong desire for integration exists between all the 
citizens who live in Europe and who, in their different national contexts, 
share the same problems and hopes, the same difficulties and aspirations, the 
right to vote and to stand for election should depend on a given period of 
residence in a country rather than on nationality. 
This last objective is a fundamental one. Nevertheless, at the present 
time, in view of the existence of pre-established national quotas, it is 
impossible not to endorse the proposal of the rapporteur of the Political 
Affairs Committee that the right to vote and to stand for election should be 
Linked to nationality, regardless of place of residence. 
25. Obviously, if a system of single-member constituencies within an overall 
proportional framework is not introduced, it would be necessary to retain the 
preference mechanism, in order to provide an explicit Link between the will of 
the electorate and the choice of representatives to the European Parliament. 
This would be more difficult with blocked lists or if preference voting were 
abolished. 
In addition, the expression of preference is a factor which encourages a 
higher turnout at the polls by involving the voter to a greater extent (see 
paragraph 13 above). 
The number of preference votes depends essentially on the size of the 
constituencies. 
0 
0 0 
26. The verification of credentials should be performed in such a way as to 
involve the European Parliament, which at present is only required in practice 
to take note of the information forwarded to it by the authorities of the 
individual Member States. 
The proposal to provide for proceedings to be brought before the Court of 
Justice against a decision of the European Parliament concerning an electoral 
dispute should be supported. 
0 
0 0 
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27. Criteria should be laid down for determining the size of Gonstituencies, a ~ 
task which must remain the prerogative of national legislatic>n. If a number 
of constituencies are ~sed, a ~inimum ~nd ma~i•um pOpulation size for the 
composition of a c:;anstitvenc;y should be fixed. If there lsi a single national 
constituency (cf. the present situation in France), the problem would 
obviously not arise. If a system of the type proposed above were to be 
chosen, the problell w,ouLd present itself in difhrtflt terms., althou;n it would 
still be necessary to adopt criteria, otherwise the principle of giving e~ual 
weight to each vote would have no basis. 
28. lt must be repeated that it is vital gradually to build a consensus around 
a new electoral system which has a truly uniform character and steers clear of 
the (quibbling) distinctiens between uniform and identical. Once the 
political principles have been established, the task of defining this syttm 
should be accomplished by using the medium of public debate to bring together 
the intelleetual energi~s ~1 those who have special knowledge of the subject 
and c~n wor~ po$tti~ely together to make the new uniform electoral procedure 
for the election of tAe European Parliament by direct universal suffrage an 
important step towards a truly united Europe. There is no doubt that the 
electoral system which· gives Pa·rl iament its legitimae.y is an important -
albeit symbolic -element of this project. 
IV - CONCLUSIONS 
A. The Eu,.opean Parliament has the power and the duty to draw uP J;)ropo.s.als 
for the intrQduc:tion o1' a uniform· electoral procedure, which is essential both 
for H$ ift1Htr~l balance and its authority and credibili-ty vis-a-vis the 
OL4t~i~ ~rhi (pa.r~raphs t 'fo 5>. 
B. ll!'l, the resoLution by w.h.i:ch it adopts the draft conventiOA, the European 
Parli~f:\t shov.ld request the Council to open the eonciliation procedure, 
which WQUtd be to the ~vantage of both P~rliament, as author of th~ proposal, 
and to, t Ae- touae: H (jlara~rap,IJ\ 4). 
c. An extPetDel)l ""i.eie body of support is needed if the end result is to be 
adopted a~ ~lso to secure solid backing durinG the stages following the vote 
by PqPli·a!Jl~t (ta~aQ'Pqp.h 4}. 
D. "'fhe Tr:tN:ty d'oes r~ot stipulate. th~t the. Uniform Electoral Procedure may be 
introdueect tn a. fra.QlMntar)l and pieceme-al rNnne-r and eonsiderable e-fforts will 
~· r~i11ed b,e.f~~e tl'le fiu.rap.&an. P.at>l i~nt can uni<te around a t·o.rmat Pf"Qpoul 
of a, ~i '*''~)it ~fli.fO.Pil 5¥'$te,tll (pa~ag-raphs 1-3 a,nQ 5,•1) .• 
6. The- p~s.•t aue~let ctra.f<t ~Pt:, ~ieh launche-S: a v-aluable. inftiati-w, 
sho~.~old ~t tl!\i!l itaqe: Q:U.l fiQ.rw,a;Pd e.oncl"ete. grop.os~rls on i ssue.i- sucll cw t'he-
rignt re vo1:'~. 
F. A.· jaint w,O;r.~t.._ Q.J'<lUfl. $1\CilUld ~- est.OU$heci,. colrtJ)ri.sinQ ~,..~ o.f both 
the Po.~ iti~a~ AHailrs COitln!it·tee aoo the Comai'ttee on Legal Affairs and 
Citizens.• IHg.htSr, to seek ag,reem.ent on a Unih~rm Electoral Procedure,. so t'nat 
a; p~. fOtli' a-- d!r"ai't ~~t can. be subm.it-N~d· to the Cootte·i l with I'RftimutiSi 
pos~ti,t.~e: ~r·t C\f\U ~" $€lOA.' a-s ~i ble .. 
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G. The uniformity of the electoral procedure should be based on a substantial 
~ degree of similarity between the elements which make up the system (paragraphs 
5 and 6). 
• 
• 
H. The Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights points out that as a 
matter of law the requirement for a •uniform electoral procedure' means not 
merely that principles, objectives or results of the electoral systems shall 
be uniform, but that the actual procedures by which those principles, 
objectives and results are put into effect shall be uniform'. 
I. Votes should be counted in accordance with the proportional method and an 
element of personal representation may be introduced by the use of 
constituencies (paragraphs 8 to 18). 
J. No provision should be made for derogations, since these would have an 
extremely adverse and psychologically disruptive effect on European 
integration, both in the countries which 'enjoy' the derogations and in the 
others. If necessary, provision could be made for the deferred application of 
the provisions of the convention in certain countries (paragraph 6). 
K. The age Limit for both voting and standing for election should be set at 
18 years (paragraphs 23 and 24). 
L. Under a fully integrated system, the right to vote and stand for election 
ought to depend on residence in a given country, but at the present time, in 
view of the existence of pre-established quotas, it is legitimate that they 
should be linked to nationality (paragraph 24). 
M. The procedure for the verification of credentials should effectively 
involve the European Parliament and provisions should be made for reviews by 
the Court of Justice of the European Communities of decisions by Parliament on 
electoral disputes (paragaph 26) • 
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